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Introduction
Since the early days of its development, universities and students have played a major
part in the development of radio as a technology and a medium. Over the years, the stations
affiliated with universities have developed along a variety of different paths, changing shape and
function to suit the needs of the college of their affiliation and the surrounding area. In 1969, a
study was conducted for the Corporation for Public Broadcasting, seeking to understand better
the environment that university affiliated stations were in and to look for funding opportunities.
One of the most relevant observations of the study was difference between extracurricular
stations and academic stations. The researcher recognized that the two face different financial
structures, as well as different organizational issues (Badger, 1969).
More than 40 years later, there has yet to have been a study following up on this research.
This study is designed to do exactly that. A survey was issued through an email listserv affiliated
with a national college radio organization, and received 50 responses.
Literature Review
The Developmental Paths of College Radio
Starting as short Morse code weather reports, and developing into classical music and
adult education programs, radio has been a part of the American University system since its early
days. Credit for the “first college radio station” has been disputed for quite some time.
Generally, credit for being the “first” university-affiliated radio station is generally given to
WHA at the University of Wisconsin in Madison (Sauls, 2000). However, the distinction of
‘station’ is rarely defined in those early days – a number of colleges were experimenting with
broadcasts during the early years of radio. WHA gets credit due to being the longest continual
station (Mitchell, 2004). While there may have been stations before it, many of them lapsed on
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licensing in the rocky early decades of radio. Many of these early stations were at first founded
as experiments by Engineering departments, and then later transferred into the hands of Speech
Communications and Journalism departments as radio developed as a medium (Christiansen,
1949; Rinks, 2002).
Slotten (2009) writes that in the early explorations of radio, universities, students, and
amateur radio clubs worked in collaboration. It was not uncommon for students and faculty to
own their own amateur licenses under the Radio Act of 1912. Students worked alongside their
professors to build studios, and often acted as engineers and announcers at the station.
While the history of radio and universities goes back further, the 1920s is about the time
that the modern approaches to college radio began to take definition. It appears that stations
developed along three general paths. These paths have definite differences in mission and
structure, but at the same time, they are not entirely separate, either. Radio grew differently in
different places, as it was used to suit the circumstances and needs of the universities that were
behind them. The paths are not absolute – there are overlaps and crisscrosses of activity, but the
general development can be viewed as following paths of educational, training, and
extracurricular paths.
The stations on the educational path are those that saw the opportunities of radio for
education to the masses. Agricultural extension services, such as those teaching animal
husbandry or plant pathology, were common in rural areas. Others attempted to bring the
classroom into the home, and provide adult educational services. Some colleges even
experimented with providing courses with college credit (Bianchi, 2008; Christiansen, 1949;
Slotten, 2009). A common assumption is that these stations focused entirely on this mission, and
only broadcast lectures or classroom programming. In reality, many of these stations also
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focused on providing cultural enrichment through music, often from the university’s music
departments or students. Those that saw the most success were generally land-grant universities
that had a collective attitude strongly oriented towards cultural enrichment (Slotten, 2009; Wall,
2007).
These educational radio stations, at least in their original vision, are rare or nonexistent in
the United States today. Instead, many went through a series of changes that rendered them into
something very different today. Though individual efforts go back further, momentum started
with the National Association of Educational Broadcasters, founded in 1925 (then called the
Association of College and University Stations). The NAEB worked to create a system for the
exchange of educational broadcast programs and materials. They also worked to lobby changing
governmental radio regulators for broadcast bandwidth for educational use. In the 1950s, the
NAEB merged with the Association for Education by Radio-Television, and despite some
structural struggle, the group remained somewhat successful until, ironically, the Public
Broadcasting Act of 1967, which they had lobbied for. This policy brought about National Public
Radio, The Corporation for Public Broadcasting, and the Public Broadcasting Service. These
three organizations eventually eclipsed NAEB and led to its demise in 1981 as they carried out
the missions and functions it had previously focused on (Avery, 1994).
A decade or so after the founding of National Public Radio, Leidman and Lamberski
(1986) note the major differences between stations that operate as NPR affiliates and those that
do not. NPR affiliated stations show a marked lack of student involvement, larger budgets,
continuous operation, and tended to broadcast classical music or jazz. Today, two thirds of NPR
member stations are university-affiliated (NPR, 2012). NPR affiliates are also likely to syndicate
content from other sources as well, such as Public Radio International (Hatch, 1997; Sauls,
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2000). In any case, they are decidedly different from the idea of college radio as referred to in
college radio literature (Sauls, 2000; Wall, 2007). College radio, as written about by others,
developed mostly along the other two developmental paths.
This is for a simple reason: college radio, to most, has a very definitive image. This
image usually includes student-managed and operated broadcasts, and an alternative format.
(Sauls, 2000; Waits, 2007). In order to preserve the term’s intention, the term “universityaffiliated” when referring to radio associated with universities in general. Wall (2007) makes a
similar distinction in his study of the development of ‘alternative’ as a format for radio.
One of the development paths generally accepted as college radio is the station made for
training students in preparation for professional broadcasting. Though early education in radio
developed “haphazardly at best” (Lindop, 1953, page 1), there were some early course
integrations that did well, very similar to those seen today – social aspects of mass
communication, radio production, sales, and management. Universities back then and today will
sometimes then include the radio station as a laboratory where students can practice and develop
skills for a career after graduation (Lindop, 1953; Sauls, 2000).
There has been tension on the role of these stations as facilities for broadcast
training, and the role of the university in mass communication education in general. In 1947, the
National Association of Broadcasters held a meeting between industry and educational leaders,
which agreed, “ (1) that an overemphasis on the trade, or skill, aspect of broadcasting was
undesirable; (2) that a sound liberal arts program should constitute the heart of the degree
program” (Head & Martin 1956-57, quoted in Christ 1990, page 7). In spite of this, there has
been a constant push from the commercial radio industry for universities to focus more on
practical aspects than theoretical issues. Common skill requests are general business skills,
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communication, and of course, sales (Parcells, 1983; Dorman, 1989; Bailey, 1993; Weiss, 2000).
McCall (1991) argues instead that the position of the university is not to create a job pool of
candidates, but to educate in a broader sense. Furthermore, there are other opportunities for
cooperation between universities and industry professionals besides curriculum dictation or
adjustment. McCall suggests options such as internships, residencies, or assisting with graduate
level theoretical study.
The president of the National Association of Educational Broadcasters in 1964
condemned the use of university stations as primary tools for teaching or student involvement.
Radio owned by educators, he argued, should primarily be used for education of the population,
rather than as a “…laboratory or student plaything” (quoted in Rashidpour, 1965, page 2). The
“student plaything” referred to here is the third general path of university radio development. It is
also most likely the birthplace of alternative-ness as an essential part of college radio.
As far back as 1920, there is evidence of stations being built by students – without the
direct involvement or efforts of the university’s faculty or administration. Information on these
efforts is sparse, but college radio scholar Jennifer Waits has written twice about the
development of a student radio station at Haverford College. Her study of archival materials and
the station history, titled “From Wireless Experiments to Podcasts: The Secret History and
Changing Role of College Radio at Haverford College 1923-2010,” will be in the upcoming
fourth issue of Interactions: Studies in Communication and Culture (personal communication,
March 20, 2012).
According to Waits, in 1923, the student Radio Club of Haverford College developed its
own station, WABQ. They conducted experiments on their own and managed to communicate
with places as far away as England and Puerto Rico. They played classical and dance music, and
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featured lectures by faculty members of the university. WABQ also used radio to conduct a chess
tournament with a college in New York. WABQ became a member of some early collegiate
radio groups, and was lauded as being featured in the newspaper more often than the college
sports teams (Waits, 2009a; 2009b).
Similarly, in the 1930s Brown University saw the birth of a student-developed series of
radio experiments. The radio club started with inter-dorm communications, which in turn
developed into a complicated system of 30,000 feet of wire strung around campus buildings
transmitting at 2 watts. Dubbed the “Brown Network,” they featured regular programming of
music, interviews, and sports programs, all completely student developed. The Brown Network
became the model of reference for a number of other colleges – Wesleyan, Kent, Cornell,
Harvard, and many others developed their own student-run extracurricular radio stations. Famed
radio enterpriser David Sarnoff (whose son was a student at Brown, and station member)
remarked in a visit that one day, stations such as Brown’s would be the premier training grounds
for broadcasters of the future. The Brown Network and its emulators eventually organized the
Intercollegiate Broadcasting System (Bloch, 1980).
These final two development paths, the Academic and Extracurricular, have some major
differences. These differences are important, and will be reviewed further in the following
section on the structure of college radio. At the same time, these stations have many similarities in general, literature on college radio tends to group the extracurricular stations and those made
for training broadcasters together. This is not an entirely unreasonable assumption. In regards to
the general nonprofit sector, Teegarden, Hinden, and Sturm (2011) argue,
“ …there are commonalities across many nonprofit organizations’ cultures that arise from
the theoretical, legal, and situational boundaries that distinguish nonprofit organizations
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from other types of organizational structures. Although these commonalities do not quite
bubble up to the level of constituting a singular nonprofit sector culture, they come
close.” (page 3)
Teegarden et al’s (2011) view that the massively diverse world of nonprofits can be
generalized in discussion helps along the idea that college radio can be discussed as a whole.
While no two college radio stations have the exact same histories or missions, there are
commonalities that arise when looking at college radio as a whole, due to their common origins
and struggles. Stations are generally founded as either student activities, training labs, or
community/student services. Both types of stations deal with member and staff turnover (a
college radio station usually will have an entirely new staff every 4 years), volunteer
management and training, FCC licensing and policies (if they have a traditional signal), and
funding issues (either dealing with administrative budgets or developing outside sources) [Sauls,
2000]. Stations may also use similar equipment and facilities (Lindop, 1953; Sauls, 2000).
College Radio Organizations
Today, IBS is the oldest organization of college radio stations. In the past, they played an
important role in lobbying for the preservation of FM bandwidth for noncommercial stations, as
well as establishment of low power licenses (Cox, 1996). There is one other major organization
dedicated specifically to college radio, known as College Broadcasters, Inc. Founded in the late
1990s after the dissolution of the National Association of College Broadcasters (founded in
1988), CBI has played a major part in defending college radio as it moves into internet
broadcasting, as will be discussed in detail a little later (Carter, 2009; Sauls, 2000; Taylor &
Fletcher, 2004).
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There are other organizations that play a role in the support of college radio as well, such
as the Broadcast Education Association and College Media Advisors. The National Broadcast
Society is sometimes included in this list as well. The National Federation of Community
Broadcasters, while primarily oriented towards community stations, is sometimes also
considered a good resource for support on college radio (Sauls, 2000).
The Troubles of University Radio Stations
Though all three developmental paths have different issues and struggles, university
stations in general all faced some major struggles, especially prior to the passing of the Public
Broadcasting Act of 1967. When World War I hit, radio became a military priority, and the
government took up many stations for training purposes. Radio researchers moved their
operations into cooperation with the government, and amateurs turned over their equipment.
After the war, the going was still not easy. At the time, radio frequency regulation was under the
authority of the U.S. Department of Commerce, which greatly limited the available bandwidth
for radio in the early 1920s, which in turn drastically limited the potential number of existing
stations.
In general, early efforts for noncommercial radio where often greatly hindered by
legislation that favored commercial broadcasting interests (Rinks, 2002; Wall 2007). The number
of allocated station licenses to universities dramatically declined between 1922 and 1929. There
are multiple reasons for this. The third National Radio Conference in 1924 limited the
frequencies available to educational and religious broadcasters, first through a system of
categorization that pushed the two into a limited wavelength. In 1925, the Fourth National Radio
Conference wanted to cut down broadcast interference by limiting the number of stations, and so
the small amount of bandwidth became even more difficult to acquire. “As a result, some
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educational stations lost the right to broadcast at night; others were forced to share time with
commercial stations” (Rinks, 2002, page 307).
Issues were further complicated as many stations struggled to keep up with newer
technical standards (now by the Federal Radio Commission, rather than the Department of
Commerce) during the financial woes of the Great Depression. Further struggles came when the
American Society of Artists, Composers, and Performers began demanding fees of
noncommercial stations – even at reduced rates, these fees could be up to 10 percent of a
station’s operating budget. Those stations that did survive – those at land grant universities in
particular – seem to have done so by working as resources for agriculture around them, providing
weather, news, and market reports. In 1938 and 1939, some pressure was relived as the Federal
Communications Commission allocated bandwidth specifically for educational broadcasters
(Rinks, 2002). The development of FM as a new method of broadcasting, as well as the
popularization of low power broadcasting such as carrier current also assisted in the proliferation
of stations. Radio legislation of the 1940s and 1960s would eventually lead to more and more
university affiliate stations as noncommercial frequencies were set aside (Wall, 2007).
In recent years, college radio, particularly student-run stations, have faced some tense
times. The recent selling of student-run station licenses by administrations have shown that
universities don’t necessarily value the efforts of these stations (Monaghan, 2001; Waits, 2011).
Meanwhile, professionals and universities tend not to take this type of station as a serious
enterprise, and may just simply see it as “playing radio” without any real benefit (Brant, 1981)
The “New” College Radio
In the last two decades, the development of streaming audio through the Internet has
brought interesting twists to the radio paradigm. For a fairly low initial cost, a person can setup a
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server and be accessible to audiences worldwide. Traditional radio stations often rebroadcast
their terrestrial signal on the Internet as well (Ren & Chan-Olmstead, 2004). Most radio listeners
consider streaming radio the same as traditional radio (Arbitron, 2004). Similarly, it has been
addressed as a valid form of broadcasting by college radio studies and writing such as those by
Baker (2010), Sauls (2000), and Wallace (2008).
The unusual thing about streaming radio is its adoption rate was slowed quite quickly
early in its lifecycle. Legislation such as the Digital Performance Right in Sound Recordings Act
in 1995, the 1998 Digital Millennium Copyrights Act, and subsequent policies thereafter
established that webcasters would have to pay fees for music just as their terrestrial broadcasting
predecessors did. This seems to have had a chilling effect on initial reaches into the streaming
radio frontier, as many broadcasters went bankrupt, or simply dissolved, fearing legal action and
financial woes (McClung, Mims, & Hong, 2003).
In spite of the legal chaff and confusion, colleges continued to adopt streaming radio as a
new way of broadcasting. As McClung et al (2003) wrote at the time, “Despite pending laws and
regulations, college radio station managers seem to want to forge ahead until someone forces
them to pull the plug” (page 168). Streaming college radio finally faced some certainty and relief
when College Broadcasters, Inc. managed to secure an agreement for lower fees for
noncommercial broadcasters. As long as college stations maintain a number of listener hours
below a threshold, they are allowed to pay a reduced fee (Carter, 2009; Robedee, 2009). While
this fee is still sizeable to those who may operate on an extremely low budget, (IBS in particular
was not completely satisfied with the settlement) it is seen as a definite victory in the protection
of college radio (Waits, 2010).
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Streaming radio has grown increasingly popular since the copyright fee issue’s dust has
settled, but it does face some complications. First, while streaming is cheaper and less restrictive
to set up, it becomes much more expensive to maintain a large audience. As the audience grows,
the station must pay to have more bandwidth available. Second, it generally isn’t as available to
the population at large. Wider availability of broadband, 3G networks, and mobile phone
applications are lessening this gap (Pizzi, 2011).
It is also worth noting that internet-only stations show some difference from those that
have a terrestrial signal coupled with an online stream. In a case study of an internet only station,
Baker (2010) observes the medium allows students to experiment with niche genres, freeform
formats, and challenge existing models of media production. The students within the observed
Internet-only station viewed the station as an opportunity to expose their peers to niche genres
and musical alternatives that would not be played on terrestrial stations. They also leveraged the
interactivity of the Internet through blogs, polls, and email to meet the needs of their users,
something that terrestrial radio was viewed by the students as unlikely to do.
As noted before, the ability to stream audio has lowered the boundaries for entry into
broadcasting. In theory, a single student or a small group could operate a streaming radio
operation from their dorm room for very little initial cost. Or, a student group could organize and
stream specific events or concerts. Are these college radio? While this example contains many of
the components, in the case of this study, it is not. In much of the research of college radio, the
term is used without really identifying what exactly a college radio station is. In a sense, it is a
bit like indecency – ill defined, but supposed known when it is observed. This is unacceptable for
a study concerning how college radio stations are organized and run. So, College radio, as
defined for this study, requires that a station meet the following criteria:
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1)

It must be affiliated with a university, even in a loose fashion. Associations by
ownership, curriculum inclusion, official extracurricular status (sometimes
referred to as Registered Student Organizations), or similar connections apply.

2)

It must have some form of organization – a set of common goals, a system of
training or developing members and producing content, and boundaries that set
it as a specific entity separate from others (such as branding, rules, or specific
physical location).

3)

It must broadcast audio continually1 to an audience of perceivable size. FM,
AM, Carrier Current, and Streaming Operations all apply in this case. If music
is being played through a closed-circuit system with little public access, it is
not broadcasting. Similarly, creating pieces of content that then are
downloaded as separate pieces, or podcasting, does not signify broadcasting in
this sense – though some stations may do this as well.

4)

It must have a high level of student involvement. The majority (over 51
percent) of station participants must be enrolled students. Students must be
able to participate in on air-broadcast, production, and program development at
the very least. Student-run management tiers show high student involvement.
Program content should be generated or programmed by the station and
students within it, as opposed to being mostly syndicated from an outside
source.

1

Continual refers to the process as a constant stream of audio over an extended period of time,
which is not stored on the end user’s computer, unlike podcasting. Stations of the past, at least,
would sometimes shut down overnight or during breaks because of frequency regulation. This is
still “continual.”
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General Organizational Culture and Structure of College Radio
In 2007, the now-defunct quadphonic.com stated that there were over 1400
college radio stations in the United States (as cited in Wall, 2007). The number is likely much
higher today, especially with the ease of entrance that streaming has brought. But what do these
stations look like?
College radio might be best known for its culture. The classic image of college radio is
that of a student-run enterprise scraping by on a tiny budget to bring their campus exclusive
cutting-edge music. Tim Wall (2007) cites the 1960s as the birth point of college stations’
alternative image as they started playing rock music. The slow adoption of FM at the time meant
stations tinkering with low-power licenses could experiment with programming and delivery and
not risk offending a large audience.
Today, college radio is still well associated with playing music in opposition to the
mainstream trends. It is worth noting though, that college radio may be considered a restrained
form of independent music. Music directors must maintain relationships with record promoters
in order to maintain their access to artists and music (Desztich & McClung, 2007). Additionally,
the notion of alternative as a format is very broad. It includes more than the typical indie and
alternative rock, and can extend into jazz, world, and Americana (Wall, 2007).
College radio is also an alternative medium in the sense of providing media power.
Couldry and Curran (2003) define alternative media as “media production that challenges, at
least implicitly, actual concentrations of media power” (p. 7). The presence of a studentcontrolled or produced medium on campus provides an opportunity for challenging the image of
the university administration and its policies, image, and politics.
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There is not much research completed on college-affiliated radio organizations or their
management. Early texts, such as those by Quaal and Martin (1968) and Brant (1981) only really
address station structure beyond referring to it as mimicking commercial broadcasters in general,
mentioning operations staff hierarchy and outlining the responsibilities of those within it. Sauls
(2000) does this as well. The general consensus, with some variation, is the following:
First, there is a Faculty advisor. This is usually an instructor or college staff member who
guides the station staff on big issues or day-to-day decisions. Depending on the university, the
station, or even the year, this advisor may be heavily involved or not. The faculty advisor may
even fill the role of the General Manager, making direct decisions on the stations activities and
orientation. Sauls (2000) and Thompsen (1991) point out that the station advisor plays a crucial
role in station stability. Since most members graduate within 4 years of entering the college, the
advisor is a resource for giving long-term thought and guidance to the station, as well as
providing mentorship and continuity for station members.
At the helm of the station sits a General Manager, whom guides the overall direction of
the station. Directly reporting to the General Manager is usually as set of executive managers –
Marketing, Programming or Operations, and a Chief Engineer. Each of these executives then has
other staff working below them. Marketing oversees underwriting or sales, Public Relations, and
promotions officers. Programming looks over music, news, production, and sports directors. The
Chief Engineer may look over additional engineers for the station operations. At the tail end are
the DJs, show hosts, and street teams. Students may hold all or some of these positions
depending on the station.
There are also occasionally college stations that allow non-student community members
to join their ranks. Wallace (2008) outlines some of the interesting issues this dynamic can bring.
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Community members tend to be long-term members of a station, and see it as a community
resource, as opposed to the common short-term student view of it being a stepping-stone to a
professional career. There can even be some tensions over control of the station due to this, since
student managers are a shifting presence compared to the community members who have longterm stakes in the station.
In 1969, Vincent Badger conducted a study for the Corporation for Public Broadcasting
and the Ford Foundation in order to better determine funding opportunities. Conducting a survey
of over 400 stations, Badger observed that there was a noticeable difference between stations
affiliated with academic departments, and those that were not, which tended to operate as
extracurricular activities.
The academic stations, since they are part of an academic department in most cases, have
a synergetic relationship with their university. In most cases, these stations have more broadcast
majors, likely because their colleges have well-developed broadcasting education programs.
Academic stations tend to have larger budgets, and also tend to pay at least small stipends to
their staffs for their work. However, they tend to lack engineering majors, which is likely due to
the higher budgets and power (Badger, 1969), which puts more pressure on their operations to
have professional engineering staff (which they can pay for with the larger budget).
Extracurricular stations, on the other hand, face a completely different world. They tend
to be lower power broadcasters, such as carrier current, which restricts their capability to reach
any sizeable audience outside of campus (see also Broadcast Institute of North America, 1972).
At the same time, they are also able to operate commercially, since there are no restrictions on
commercial operation of carrier current or very low power operations. However, it is difficult to
accumulate high amounts of advertising revenue when the broadcast audience is so limited.
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Complicating the funding issue is that extracurricular stations develop higher-powered
broadcasts, they often face noncommercial restrictions, which prevent them from generating
significant income on their own – instead, their budget is even more reliant on student fee
allocations. They also face more pressure to become Academic stations.
The major issue facing extracurricular stations is stagnation. As stated, many may rely
primarily on the set budgets of student government allocations, without the ability to garner
funding through commercial activity. This may create a lack of commitment in members, since
their situation may feel unchanging no matter what their actions. Also, it is common for
extracurricular stations to act as social clubs for their members. They also face much higher staff
turnover – in some cases, over 50 percent of members are freshman. Without leadership-type
members, or the popularity on campus to motivate those in leadership roles, these stations will
struggle to keep focus or develop further.
One might suggest that these stations attempt to integrate into broadcasting departments
within their colleges. However, Badger observes that these stations have little interest in
becoming a part of the university proper like an academic station. They enjoy their independence
from administrative restrictions. While Badger gives no direct reasoning for why this is, it could
be fairly easily inferred from the alternative culture of college radio. Since many college stations
enjoy the distinction of being ‘alternative’ or counter to the mainstream music of radio (Waits,
2007; Wall, 2007) it is easy to see that there would be some concern of losing that cultural focus
on independence. If the station becomes more closely associated with the university, which
likely has different ideas of how a radio station should be run, the authenticity of student voice
could be lost.
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Mattingly (2011) has made similar observations on the structural variations of Christian
College Newspapers. Mattingly divides college newspapers into a spectrum of six major types in
regard to their purposes and news orientations. He writes,
“(1) The purpose of the newspaper is public relations. The school
expects to somehow approve, in advance, all content.
“(2) The purpose of the newspaper is public relations. The specific
person appointed to screen content in advance is the newspaper advisor
(or Jprof in my terminology), who answers to the president or someone
in the administration. The advisor is expected to think with the mind
of the public relations office.
“(3) The purpose of the newspaper is educational -- educational for
both the readers and the writers. Still, the Jprof screens all texts
in advance of publication and he or she is still considered to be
responsible for the contents.
“(4) The purpose of the newspaper is educational. The Jprof helps guide
the news process and is consulted by the editors. Some news copy flows
out of classes, but not all. The editors make almost all of the calls
about what ends up in print. There may be a publications review board
that holds the ultimate authority.
“(5) The purpose of the newspaper is educational. The Jprof is an
advisor, but the editors originate all story assignments and select
all of what goes in the newspaper. Ultimately, the students answer to
a publications review board, which includes the Jprof.
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“(6) The newspaper is totally independent. Students run it and answer
only to the publications board that hires them and their newspaper advisor/Jprof.” (2011,
n.p.)

Mattingly goes on that there may be many variants inbetween, and that while the written
purpose of a newspaper may be somewhere mid-spectrum, the truth is that the college may see it
more as being at the top of the list of purposes, especially when it comes to a “hot” issues
(imaginably, drugs, campus sex life, or other controversial topics). The tension lies in the fact the
“generals” are signing the paychecks for the journalists and publishers. The publishers may want
to voice their own opinions, make noise, and otherwise cause havoc in the eyes of the university
administration. Meanwhile, the university just wants a respectable newspaper and to avoid
controversy.
While Mattingly’s work is primarily on newspapers and news reporting, the spectrum of
model goals and realities he puts forth is highly compatible with the two models put forth by
Badger. Numbers two and three on Mattingly’s spectrum are most like Badger’s Educational
Model, with numbers five and six being closest to the Extracurricular model. Mattingly’s
observation of the difference between written goals and operational truths is also an important
reflection in the world of student-run media. Just as a student newspaper may not be able to
actually report on some items, even though its principal documents state that it can, a student-run
radio station’s training or student voice values may differ between real life and the written goals.
The GBAS Model
In analyzing the stations of this survey a theoretical framework called the GBAS Model
developed by Nelson (1997) will also be applied. It is a simple, practical model that can be
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described in very basic terms, derived from work by Howard Aldritch and other organizational
theorists. It also meshes well with other organizational theories such as Max Weber’s types of
authority and Miles and Snow’s strategic types (R. Nelson, personal communication, July 2011).
In the GBAS model, all organizations may be defined by three basic principles: Goals,
Boundaries, and Activity Systems. “A goal is that portion of the environment that the
organization selects as its domain or turf” (Nelson, 1997, page 8). Goals have two defining
factors: breadth and stability. Breadth mines how wide of a range of customers will be served.
Stability is how often the needs of those customers will change, and how often products will
need to be adjusted for those needs.
Boundaries are what separate an organization from its environment. Boundaries may be
permeable or impermeable – they determine the ease of flow that new ideas, people, materials, or
other items have in entering or leaving the organizations. Boundaries may come in the form of
written rules or requirements for employees or materials, or they may be more subtle. For
Nelson, organizational culture is classified as “…an organizational boundary that helps
determine what ideas and values will be entertained in the organization and which will be
excluded” (page 55). Organizational culture is an “invisible boundary” that can be hard to see at
first glance, especially since it usually heavily formed during founding, and is highly affected by
founders or those who help the organization through pivotal points in its life (Nelson, 1997; see
also Teegarden et al., 2011)
The activity system is how work is completed, or how the customer is served. “The
activity system includes all mechanisms regulating and directing the internal affairs of the
organization. Organization structure, internal boundaries, physical layout, and production
methods are all components of the activity system” (page 10). Activity systems have two
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properties – flexibility and complexity. These two directly relate to each other. A highly complex
system will have many different parts (jobs) that are very different. A simple system will have
fewer positions, with more similarity between the positions and cross-duty functions. The
tradeoff is that simple systems will tend to be more flexible – they can adapt much faster to the
market or consumer demands. However, complex systems will tend to be more efficient, but will
not be able to change as quickly (Nelson 1997).
An easy example that Nelson uses to display the basic properties is a comparison of the
McDonalds and Burger King fast food chains. McDonalds offers a wide variety of menu items to
a general base of customers. They use heat lamps to keep unsold food warm, have lots of seating,
play facilities, and very fast service for standard orders, which means the customer doesn’t have
to wait long at the counter. Their food is made in an assembly-line fashion, with lots of people
having small tasks. Burger King, in contrast, makes food to order, has generally has less seating,
fewer play areas for children, and brings the order to the customer. Burger King’s marketing is
oriented towards teenagers and college students. It will generally be a little more expensive.
Burger King’s food preparation process usually involves the same person assembling the food
and packaging it, and fewer cash registers.
The list for the differences between these two go on, but it is easy to begin to see how the
GBAS model will typify these as different. Burger King has less permeable boundaries –
children aren’t as catered to (kid’s meals being a recent addition in 1997 compared to
McDonalds which built their business on the Happy Meal), there are fewer seats, and slightly
higher prices. McDonald’s higher permeability allows it to serve more customers, and so it needs
a more efficient operation – standard items can be made very fast, cheaply, and the customer can
get in and out quickly. So, McDonalds has a broad domain, permeable boundaries, and complex,
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efficient activity system. Burger King has a narrower domain (not seeking kids and parents as
much), less permeable boundaries, and a simpler, but more flexible, activity system. So, while
these two have very similar domains, and offer the same basic idea – a hot burger at a low price
– they operate on different principles.
Nelson points out four observable tendencies when applying the GBAS model. First,
organizational elements fit together – the rapid efficiency of McDonald’s is well suited for the
target market of parents. Second is the tendency for elements to be grouped together - what
Nelson refers to as ‘packages.’ Looking at McDonalds again, nearly all of the boundaries are
more permeable. “Think of a McDonald’s with only two cash registers, or think of a Wal-Mart
downtown with no parking. Or think of a fancy restaurant with ketchup in little packages instead
of bottles. It just does not work” (p. 21). Nelson writes that arrangements of mixed permeability
in boundaries as generally a poor choice, without a well-developed strategy to back it up.
The third observable common trend is opposites. Think back to the fast food example –
one is complex, permeable, efficient, and broader, while the other is simpler, with higher
boundaries, and a narrower domain. Nelson reflects, “Fairly few organizations compete head to
head and live to tell about it. This does not mean they do not have comparable models and serve
comparable markets: firms in the same industry must all look to the same finite population of
customers in choosing a domain. But surviving firms typically compete by capitalizing on areas
where their main competitor is weak” (p. 22). Nelson points out examples of this such as FedEx
and UPS, Ford and General Motors, and the militaries of the United States and the former Soviet
Union.
The fourth trend is tradeoffs. An efficient organization generally cannot be very flexible,
because it is very difficult to re-organize a large group of specialized people, as an efficient
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operation would likely have. A highly permeable customer boundary requires a complex activity
system to manage the large number of customers efficiently. A flexible company, which will
have a simpler activity system, cannot be as efficient, as it’s workers will be more generalized
and adaptable, with the tradeoff that they cannot handle workloads as quickly. And for a classic
example, a company that makes a very high quality product cannot offer it at a very low price,
because it must pay for higher quality materials and labor. (Nelson 1997)
Preliminary Application of GBAS to College Radio
While most of the examples provided are from manufacturing or service industries, it is
easy to apply the GBAS model toward a media organization such as college radio. A comparison
of two college radio stations using the framework was conducted as a preliminary study for this
paper to see the viability for the application for the GBAS model. One station falls under
Badger’s (1969) Academic model – a curricular-oriented station at a community college in a fairsized Midwestern town, referred to in this paper as Station A. The other station is a student-run
extracurricular webcast only station at a four year state university in a smaller college town,
much like Badger’s Extracurricular designation. It will be referred to as Station E.
Station A’s primary founding reason in the 1980s was for teaching students – to this day,
it is a part of the community college’s curricula for radio-television degrees. It receives its
funding as a part of the departmental budget for the radio-television program. The station
operates with at about 10,000 watts – fairly powerful for a small community college station. It
also streams online.
In order to participate, students must take a course and pass a test. They go through a
training process that teaches them how to do transmitter readings, properly talk on air, read news
and promotions, and produce on air content like liners, underwriting, and promotional spots.
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They are trained in using a modern broadcast automation system common to commercial radio
stations. They then can do regular pre-programmed shifts with airbreaks, until they pass about 20
hours of on-air experience. After this, they may apply to have a specialty show where they may
choose their own programming. There are generally about 40 students involved with Station A at
any given time.
The offices of Station A are near the center of the college, but off the beaten path. To
access, one must know a key-code on the doors. It also has a closed-circuit camera system to
monitor the studios. The station has been recently re-painted and re-furnished, and has
professional photo prints of some recent acts hung up. A full-time General Manager, who is also
the course instructor, oversees all operations. There is also a part-time Engineer (shared with the
TV station) and a production instructor, and sometimes an intern or two. The General Manager
gives the station a general format, and takes input from students on how it should be developed.
Station A’s format could be described as alternative. The station manager keeps track of how the
station is doing in the market by looking at the station’s Arbitron ratings about once a year.
Station A has been doing very well in recent years as new management has come in.
Courses for station activity have been active, and the station has becoming increasingly involved
in community concerts and events. Station A continues to use its alumni ties to provide airchecks and reviews of student’s work by broadcast professionals.
Station E was founded in the early 1970s at a teacher’s university as a student-formed
initiative in opposition to the perceived authoritarian use of the existing college station, which
was seen by the students at the time as having little room for student voice. It is currently
webcast only – in the past, it broadcast through carrier current and Cable FM. To participate in
Station E, one must be a student and complete a basic test and training session, which are at most
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a few hours long. After signing a basic contract and a small membership fee, Station E then lets
students participate as format DJ’s, with the requirement of only a few weeks on air before being
allowed to propose a specialty show. All Station E members have to attend the majority of the 4
meetings held each month.
Station E is located in a building in the center of campus, but in an obscure location that
not many students are aware of. Staff members have access to the station through an assigned
key given to them at the beginning of their term. Non-staff members are on a key list, and they
must check one out at a desk elsewhere in the building. Staff members wedge the door open
when they are in the office for ease of use. Station E’s offices have worn-out carpet, and
damaged walls are covered with band posters and old flyers. The equipment at Station E is a
hodgepodge of equipment old and new - much of it over years of slow acquisition. This is
primarily because Station E receives its funds from student government requests, in which it
must compete against other organizations to keep its funding secure. Station E tends to operate
on a very low budget. Only recently, it acquired automation software, but uses an program set
that isn’t very common in commercial systems. However, it is easy to use with a very minimal
amount of training, and is extremely cheap compared to any professionally licensed system.
Students fill all the major roles at Station E. It has a supervisory main staff of about 14
members, and 60-80 DJs that have shows on a weekly basis. Most of the staff is unpaid
volunteers, with only the 4 highest positions earning a stipend of no more than $1000. Many of
the staff positions may go unfilled year to year, and so staff members have to be willing to fill in
for positions on occasion – for example, one GM also acted as engineer while the station went
without one. Station E does sometimes employ a student worker. Staff Heads are selected by an
interview process headed by a Board of Directors which meeting once a month with the General
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Manager and loosely oversees the station. Staff members must have a 2.0 minimum Grade Point
Average, and while it isn’t required outright, it is usually expected that the applicant have some
experience with the station for at least a year, so that they understand how it operates. A student
under these requirements may fill any position, even if their major is not broadcasting or is
entirely unrelated to the position. For example, the marketing director could be a botany major,
as long as they show firm grasp of the station and the position’s required abilities. Station E staff
members have the right to change the rules, processes, and format of the station however they
please, as long as it follows the paperwork that they set forth, which must be approved by the
Board of Directors. The format of station E is a mix of Hip Hop and Alternative/Indie music,
though the exact composition changes year-to-year due to different music directors coming in
and out of staff.
Station E has had recent struggles with keeping members interested long-term, as well as
having some issues with training on more technical equipment. At times, there has been tension
over station direction – some hip-hop DJs felt that the station overtly focused too much on its alt
rock side, and took conflict with the station management. Finally, while Station E used to
produce many students who later went into broadcasting, it has not had as good of a record with
this in recent years. There are positive signs though. Station E has doubled membership in the
last year of existence, which the previous struggles may be related to as the station had to work
with more members than it has before. Furthermore, Station E recently executed a large and
successful campus event, of the size which it had trouble doing for many years. Station E
considers itself very alternative to the traditional radio stations around it, and those within it
strongly believe that they have an attractive format, but they lack the technology and expertise to
be able to look at their long-term listenership. This has been a source of frustration for
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management for years, and there is an ongoing project within the station to try and find a
solution.
Nelson’s note of opposites strikes remarkably true in this example. While both stations
have similar formats, and both are affiliated with a teaching institution, they have very different
operations. These differences stem at the goals – one is made to instruct, one is made for student
voice. Of course, both list both of these goals as central in their working papers and attitudes of
the managers. But it is in the details that differences, and thus their priorities, begin to appear.
First, it is important to consider that these stations have two end products of their activity
system, rather than just one. The obvious first product is the content put on air. The second
product is the student – after going through the station, he or she come out with a new set of
abilities, experiences, and beliefs.
Looking at Station A, one can see a simple activity system that consists of two to three
central staff members that personally work with each person and review their work. This system
has worked well to develop students who are competent in the skills they need on air, as the
instructor/manager is able to keep a close eye on progress and individual needs. Station A also
generally has higher boundaries, as exemplified by its security and requirements for being able to
become a DJ (by passing course materials) and for getting special privilege (by spending a
decent amount of time in the station before being allowed a specialty show). These items
coordinate well with Station A’s goal of creating students that are ready to enter into the
broadcast profession, while also allowing them to reach a secondary goal of student
empowerment.
Station E has a complex activity system with many different positions. While this makes
coordination and training more difficult, it allows students to move up into higher ranks and
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further control the direction of the station. This complex activity system is also surrounded by
lower boundaries – the very simple training procedure, and the easy automation system. This
activity system works well for allowing student voice, but not as well for creating broadcasting
professionals. It is worth noting, though, that the changes that Station E recently began
implementing were focused on creating better training processes so that later problems would not
happen. This involves creating higher boundaries such as harder tests or lengthier periods of
activity with the station before being granted specialty programming. This will be difficult to
implement with the complex system, though.
While these two stations do fit well in the sense of Nelson’s opposites, some caveats must
be observed. First, and probably most important, is that Station A is at a community college,
where the typical degree is earned in only two years. This means that if Station A were to be
completely student run, it would face very rapid staff turnover every 2 years. This is too fast to
allow almost any student to become fully acclimated with the responsibilities of governing full
FM station. Thus, the central management by an instructor makes more sense here. Second,
Station E is an online-only station. This means it is not required to follow FCC regulations on
obscenity or indecency. While it does have light enforcement of these policies, it is not a major
concern if the rule is broken – there are no harsh penalties to be had by outside forces. Thus,
Station E’s system can stand to be somewhat less coordinated.
These two factors may have a major part in establishing the difference between these
stations. Part of the focus of this project will be to look at stations through the lens of the GBAS
model to better understand how the model may be applied, and to see if the current example has
validity.
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Methodology
Strategy and Tactics
The study was conducted with a combination of surveys, observations, and interviews.
First, a survey was developed based on Badger’s survey from 1969. Questions were put into
sections of general station information (such as name, location, affiliated university), student
participation, programming and equipment use, and budgetary sections. Open-ended questions
were put in so that more qualitative data could be found. At the end of the survey, respondents
were given the option to be contacted for an interview to discuss questions more in depth. The
survey research request letter that all respondents received also invited respondents to share the
survey link with other college stations, so that a greater number of respondents may be able to be
reached.
Design of the survey had to consider a number of factors. First, having filled the role of a
General Manager at a college radio station, experience dictated that time would be a major issue
for the respondents. So, the survey had to be easy to fill out, without too many arrays of choices
and questions that would become tedious. Thus, a number of questions were simplified into
expected common answers, with a check for ‘other’ with a fill in the blank option for those that
did not fit the categories. This also made the data easier to analyze, as much of it could be put
into simple quantitative measurement tools.
As a result of this attempt to make questions simpler, there was a loss of some specificity
– for example, the respondents were asked to select the three goals that most fit their station on a
list. Because of this grouping, there is no way to tell what the most important goal of each station
is. Other questions, such as the one asking about sports talk programs, lack specific numbers.
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Instead, the respondent may choose ‘a few’ ‘some’ or other generic terms that only give a
general subjective impression.
The survey was distributed online through an email listserv affiliated with College
Broadcasters, Inc. CBI was willing to cooperate and provide access to their membership on the
grounds that data would be shared with them after the report was made. The Intercollegiate
Broadcasting System was also contacted through email in an attempt to allow a greater number
of stations to participate. IBS flatly rejected participation, on the grounds that they would only
work with IBS-affiliated colleges.
The 2011 National Student Media Convention in Orlando was attended prior to the
survey. The sponsoring organizations of the convention were College Broadcasters, Inc, College
Media Advisors, and the Associated College Press (a national organization of higher education
newspapers, magazines, and yearbooks). During the convention, there were a wide variety of
workshops and roundtables discussing the issues facing college radio stations and college media
in general. Some events were cross-applicable – for example, some meetings, such as those on
staff management, could be useful to both college radio stations and newspapers. Conversations
about the project and college radio were held with a number of participants, ranging from station
managers to DJs, as well as a few CBI board members and radio journalists and activists.
Shortly after the convention, in December, the survey was distributed with a deadline of
January 31st. At the time of mailing, the listserv indicated that 350 accounts would receive the
message. This does not necessarily mean that 350 stations received the email – the CBI listserv is
open to public access. Members then may or may not be current CBI members, or even be active
at a college radio station. Two reminder emails were sent during this period as well, which added
a number to indicate how many had participated in the survey at the time. The survey was closed
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on February 1st, around 12:10 AM CST. Shortly after, a message was received from a station
manager who had been filling out the survey at the last minute. The survey was re-opened for
this participant and closed after their entry was complete.
Microsoft Excel was used to analyze the data by converting the data to a table. The first
step was a look over general statistics, and then pivot tables were used to query for comparative
data. Using work from Badger (1969) and the preliminary study using the GBAS model by
Nelson (1997), predictions of key difference areas were made and studied, including whether a
station listed training in its top 3 goals, affiliation with a university, and sources of funding.
Though results were limited, streaming only stations and stations with a terrestrial signal were
compared in a similar fashion.
In going over the data, it was found that three stations had dual entries of data, one due to
the respondent filling the survey out twice, and the other two due to two different members of the
station filling out the survey. Contacting these stations was easy, as they had offered to
participate in interviews. They were sent their data entries (separate from all of the others) and
asked to either negotiate a combination of entries, or simply clarify which one was ‘more
correct’. These duplicate entries were then simplified. 50 unique responses were collected in
total.
Another problem encountered was a mistake in the expected station budget estimates.
The highest possible answer was simply “over $25,000”. This was an absent-minded mistake.
Past experience clearly demonstrated that many stations could have far greater budgets than this.
Over 30 of the 50 respondents had a budget in the highest option. This was remedied by emailing
all participants who had responded with the highest budget, asking for a second answer. They
were given a choice of 5 increments, starting with $20,000-40,001, and going in $20,000
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increments up to the final listing, “Over $100,001”. All but six of those emailed were able to
respond, and the data was added in a new section on the data table.
Data adjustments were then made to allow Microsoft Excel to be able to interpret the
data. Many questions had been ‘checkbox’ style, where the respondent could check all that
apply. There is no way for Excel to interpret this data raw, and so simple functions were used to
find which phrases were used, and then mark in additional columns ‘1’ for true or ‘0’ for false on
individual items. “Other” answers had to be checked and indicated individually.
Another data adjustment done was changing verbal style responses into numerical
responses on non-long answer questions. For example, in the question, “How many full time
paid staff work at your station”, the answer given was “none”. This would be changed to 0.
Sometimes, a range, such as “7-10” was given. In these cases, the mean value of the given range
was used. Another circumstance that needed consideration is that some stations only hire during
certain periods, such as during the summer break. In these cases the circumstance was ignored
and the raw number was used. The station budget and commentary could be noted elsewhere for
notation in results, but rough information was the focus for quantitative study.
During this data analysis, interviews were conducted with willing participants. Ten
interviews were conducted, lasting about 45 minutes on average. Almost all of the survey
participants were willing to conduct an interview, but time required that certain stations be
selected. The selection of stations for interview was intuitive – some respondents were far more
talkative in the final open-ended questions, and thus would likely be good interview candidates.
Others were selected because of interesting “typical” problems or successes being listed, or
because their station seemed to correspond well (or did not) with previous literature.
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Research Questions
1) Do Badger’s extracurricular and academic models apply today? How may they be
updated?
2) Similarly, do my observations of two stations using the GBAS model paired with
Badger’s work reflect college radio at large?
3) Could the GBAS model be used to further analyze stations and create useful insights?
4) What are the habits of successful college radio stations?
Results
By the end of the survey, 50 unique stations responded. In most of these cases, results are
complete. But there are some cases where some subjects skipped questions or provided
incomplete answers. In these cases, the data analysis through pivot tables automatically ignores
incomplete responses for purposes of the grand total. This will be reflected in the data tables and
charts presented.
Section 1: Overall Summary of Data
Memberships.
Of these 50 reporting stations, 47, or 94 percent, are CBI members. Six of the CBI
stations belonged to IBS as well. In the “other” field, six stations claimed membership with a
regional or state radio group. There are also a smattering of other memberships, including the
National Federation of Community Broadcasters, the National Association of Broadcasters, PRX
(Public Radio Exchange, an online platform for the exchange of community radio programming),
and others. All stations that reported membership of organizations other than CBI are also CBI
Members. Three stations reported no memberships. Keep in mind that the statistics for
membership are likely highly skewed towards CBI, since it was distributed through their listserv.
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It is highly unlikely these membership statistics are reflective of college radio at large.
Figure 1: Organizational Memberships
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Many stations spoke highly of their memberships. They are seen as a valuable resource
for ongoing trends in radio. When possible, most stations try to send members to conventions, as
they are good for inspiring vigor and enthusiasm in students. Conventions were also reported as
useful for helping to widen the perspective of student attendees, who may come to see that their
station can play a wider role than just simply being a part of their own campus microcosm.
Commercial status.
88 percent of reporting stations are noncommercial, with only six stations reporting
having commercial status. Of those six, two held FM licenses. The other four stations are
streaming only with the exception of one, which also had access to a closed circuit TV channel
which carried their audio. This generally makes sense, as streaming audio had no classification
restrictions, so those who are only on the internet have the advantage of escaping the restrictions
of underwriting requirements.
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Figure 2: Frequency of Broadcast Methods
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Broadcast methods.
The majority of reporting broadcasters had an FM license. Nearly all respondents with a
licensed operation (either AM or FM) also participated in streaming content online. Only four
stations reported not participating in streaming. During interviews, it was discovered that two
stations had made mistakes in filling the form, and indeed did stream their broadcast as well. Six
stations reported being streaming only. One station listed having a closed circuit channel in
combination with its main streaming platform, and one more reported having a Low Power FM
license in addition to streaming. Other broadcast methods are primarily seen by FM licensed
stations, and included two stations broadcasting in HD, two with mobile phone applications, and
two with broadcasts being sent through a channel on a cable TV. This was listed as other, though
it should be noted that generally, streaming apps connect to the same stream as going through a
web browser. Streaming apps are listed as being other, because having a station-specific app
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gives the ability to tie in text, photo, and video from the internet along with the stream all in one
location. Furthermore, the individual nature of having an app may create ease of use for the end
listener, and may be used as a marketing tool.
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Figure 3: Overview of Station Ages
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Founding dates.
Many stations traced their roots back to the 1960s and 1970s, with a slight tapering off
going towards the present. There are a surprising number of stations that also traced their roots
back to the 1940s. As would be expected, very few traced their roots completely back to the
earliest college radio stations. It should also be understood that many of these stations have
changed over time, and may not be the same as when they are originally founded. Furthermore,
these dates have some variance. For example, one station listed that it had roots as far back as the
1940s, but its current FM incarnation started in the 1960s. Two stations, during interviews,
traced their roots as far back as the 1970s, but changed their broadcast method multiple times in
the last 40 years.
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Figure 4: Frequency of Top 3 Missions
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Station missions.
The most popular station missions included Service to the community/campus, training students
for a career in broadcasting, and entertainment for the community/campus. No station used an
“other” mission option. In general, there was little observable difference in mission choices
between those that selected training and those that did not. Eleven stations reported both career
training and extra curricular fun in their top 3 missions. Badger (1969) made similar observations
in his report, stating that the difference between the two in mission was not as great as one might
guess. Reviewing the short answer portion of the survey on station mission revealed no overall
distinct differences between station missions in comparison to their selected goals.
College radio relationships with the university.
The overwhelming majority of stations identified themselves as extracurricular groups
(44 percent) or parts of academic departments (52 percent). The two that listed themselves in the
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other two categories are very much like extracurricular in terms of their relationship with the
university. The categories provided in the survey seem to be accurate choices overall, as
commentary in the open section for affiliation very much correlated with the four provided
options.
Figure 5: Common Membership Sizes
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Membership.
The mean average of all 50 stations comes out to about 71 members. Looking at
frequency, however, it is more likely for stations to generally have between 20 to just under 80
members. Of course, some stations did list membership ranges, and in this case, the mean of the
given range was used.
Joining college radio stations.
There are many different ways to join college radio stations, and nearly every station has
a different method. In the majority of cases, the general process that subjects outlined involved
first attending an orientation meeting, and the going through a basic training process, which may
be anywhere from two to six weeks to a semester. Many require that members not only pass a
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written test and practicum, but also shadow current members for a period of time. Some stations
have members join as supportive staff, such as production or marketing, where they are
acquainted with the station procedures in a slower manner before they are allowed to apply for
an on air position. Very few stations had a process that involved an application and interview
screening prior to testing and training. Almost all stations appeared welcoming to any student
who wished to participate, as long they are willing to abide by the rules and procedures of the
station.
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Figure 6: Student Postion Availabilities
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Station Management.
The descriptions of management structure provided by stations generally matched what
was expected based upon the literature review. Nearly all stations allowed students into positions
of nearly any field. In the case of the few who did not list “on air participation” as an option, the
“on air creation” option was selected. One exception for common student participation is
engineering, in which it is probable that stations have professional engineers on staff, or use
contract engineers to complete needed tasks.
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Another common exception for station activity is the Overseeing Board. It was fairly
common for stations to not have an overseeing board, but instead be completely supervised by
the advisor, who may report to another organization, such as a student media or academic
department. Those that did have boards most often did have student participation within them.
The term “Overseeing Board” may be inaccurate in some cases as well. Some stations consider
their executive management staff (by my standards, considered “upper management” for survey
purposes) as an overseeing board.
Other fields listed included sales or underwriting acquirement positions. Record library
management, automation scheduling, and traffic (ad placement) management are also sometimes
listed. Alumni and PR relations also appeared in this category.
Full time employees.
26 of applicable station respondents listed having a full-time employee at the station. In
most cases, there was only one full time employee, likely the advisor or non-student general
manager. One station listed as many as six, which may be a reflection of faculty being very
active within the station.
Part time employees.
19 stations listed having paid part time non-student staff. Once again, generally it was
only a single person in most cases. 11 of the stations with part time employees also had full time
employees. Combining this with impressions from the conducted interviews leads me believe
that in these cases, it the professional engineer was the part-time employee, as many stations are
good with day-to-day operations, and only need technical staff there for a few days a week. Two
stations listed having around 10 non-student part time employees, but also listed having the same
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number of paid students and student management positions. It is likely this was a mistake, and
these stations do not have paid part-time non-student employees.
Paid student positions.
The mean average for paid student positions was about 7 per station. Some had as many
as 30. However, it was much more common to see either no paid student positions at all, or
around 1-10. Based upon interviews and descriptions provided in open answer questions, it was
most often executive staff such as upper management that received payment in some form.
Stipends and actual part-time pay are the two most common forms of payment.
Student management positions.
The mean average of student management positions is about 8 positions. It was common
to see responses within the 10-15 range of available positions. This metric may be difficult to pin
down as to its real value. In some cases, stations consider positions such as a production director
to be a management position, even if this position does not have any members directly below it.
In the opposite direction, some respondents may only consider their general manager to be a
management position, with marketing and programming being more direct action-based
positions.
Number of students working both at college stations and in local radio.
The mean average of students working both for their college station and in local radio is
about two. Looking over the provided answers, one to two is a fairly accurate number. Some
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have as many as six to eight, but these are exceptions in the grand scheme of answers.
Figure 7: Population of Broadcast Majors
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Broadcasting majors at college radio stations.
As would be expected, the majority of responding stations indicated that their
membership was composed either of mostly or at least some broadcast majors. Four of the five
stations that indicated that they had no broadcast majors identified themselves as extracurricular
stations. It is likely that in the cases of having none or only a few broadcast majors that the
universities they are affiliated with have either a very small or nonexistent radio-oriented
curriculum.
Historical likelihood of members to enter professional broadcasting.
50 percent of responding stations indicated that their members would “occasionally” go
into professional broadcasting. Roughly a fourth of stations indicated that it was somewhat
common, and another rough fourth very common.
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Station programming formats.
There are many station formats listed, and it is difficult to summarize them accurately. In
an attempt to quantify the data, formats are read over in search for patterns. Three general format
types are identified, with a fourth “other” category.
Figure 8: General Format Categories
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The most popular category was “College Eclectica.” This format consists of the expected
indie and alternative rock formats, but also includes underground and alternative hip-hop and
rap, punk, and sometimes, even folk. This format may even include some music on the edge of
the pop genre. This format is extremely generic, which may be part of its size. Many of the
stations using this format also use block programming scheduling to daypart it. 9 stations
descriptions indicated a freeform schedule, which may best be described as “if you don’t like it,
wait an hour”. Four stations seemed to be primarily focused on dayparts of jazz and classical,
with provisions for Americana such as folk and bluegrass as well. Stations in the “other”
category either did not provide enough information to base a decision, or had a format that fell
outside of these categories. Some formats in the other category seemed to be a mix of College
Eclectica and pop-heavier formats. One listed hard rock and metal. Some indicated syndicated
talk programming as having an important role.
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A common trend in formatting was “specialty shows”, or programs outside of the format.
The general concept is that a station has a set of format guidelines which are followed most of
the day, but during evening and weekend hours (usually) it allows for shows that are outside of
this format. These shows may be drastically different (i.e., jazz on an indie rock format) or may
be an niche of the regular format (such as a folk on the same). The decision of how far those
shows may vary from the format depends on the station in question.
How the format and music is selected.
In the survey, stations are asked how they selected their programming. They are given
four options: 1) a music or programming director making all decisions, 2) all station members
vote upon music additions, 3) no format guidelines, and 4) other, with the choice to fill in their
own description. 18 stations selected the ‘other’ option, 13 selected the “Music Director” option,
9 selected the voting option, and 8 selected the non-guideline format option. One station did not
answer. Due to the large number of “other” options, the concept of format selection was
generalized a little more, and input from the “other” category was used to re-categorize the
options.
The new categories are similar to the old ones. They are, “Loose or no specific format”,
“Music Directors with Guidelines”, and “Voting Committee”. These options were developed
because many stations felt that specialty programming was important enough to be classified
outside of the given categories. Others note that music was democratically decided, but not by all
station staff, but by a music review committee or perhaps the executive staff. Some stations seem
to be fairly loose with format guidelines, but not enough so to have none.
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Figure 9: How Formats are Selected
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With adjustments, the results come out to just above half of stations using music
directors, with loose formatting taking up just over a fourth, and voting committees being just
under a fourth of stations. Many stations seek to emulate the hierarchy of “real world” radio
stations, and so music directors make sense as a leading choice. At the same time, the recategorization of these options is subjective, and based only upon impressions from the short
responses given in the ‘other’ category, as well as music and format open-ended questions. Just
as with music formats, there is a wide spectrum of options, and each station has probably adapted
their methods over time to suit their members and inner culture. These results are generalizations
of patterns observed, and certainly the truth is far more fluid than can be presented statistically.
Figure 10: Broadcast Technology
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Broadcast technology and college radio.
Portable recorders are the most popular equipment used among the survey stations, with
remote equipment (such as codecs by Marti or Comrex). Only six stations indicated that they do
not use any special broadcast equipment. Live news feeds are not particularly popular, but
stations that have them tend to use almost every other equipment option. Equipment listed in the
“other” category included a few public radio syndication services, an ISDN line (for sending
high quality audio remotely), and direct loops with campus sports facilities for remotes.
Some stations listed their automation systems and production tools as “other” equipment.
This pointed out an interesting assumption made in the survey –that every station would be using
an automation system. This is not the case, as was found out in one of the interviews done after
the survey. It would be an interesting study to see the adoption of automation by college radio, as
some new programs have entered the market at much lower price points compared to
traditionally used commercial systems.
Figure 11: Live Sports Broadcast Breakdown
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Sports and college radio.
74 percent of stations indicated that they broadcast live sports. Basketball, Baseball, and
Football are the three most popular sports for broadcast. Golf and rugby, included in the original
survey, are fairly unpopular, with only a few stations each, and so they are grouped in with the
“other” category. Hockey and (and for one station, field hockey) actually seemed to be fairly
popular, with 5 stations reporting coverage. To paraphrase of one of the station advisors, “if [a
student] can do play-by-play for hockey, [they] can do it for anything.” Hockey was a good
distinction for aspiring broadcasters to have under their belt, as it is unusual and not often
covered, and shows potential skill and enthusiasm. Other sports broadcasted included lacrosse, a
yearly boxing match, and high school sports.
Sports talk programming is also popular among college radio stations. Only 11 stations
reported not having any sports talk programming. 20 stations, or 40 percent, indicated they had
one or two regular sports talk programs. 7 stated that they had some, and 12 reported having
several regular sports talk programs.
Of stations that did not broadcast lives sports, about 50 percent did not carry any sports
talk programming, and those that did carry it had only one or two programs. In discussion with
some stations that did not carry sports, different reasons explained the lack of coverage. For
some, the college did not have a sports program. For others, sports coverage for the university
was already under exclusive license with another local station.
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Figure 12: Frequency of News Categories
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Figure 13: Frequency of Top 2 News Categories
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News broadcasts.
Regular news is broadcast by 74 percent of responding stations. The survey asked first
for all news categories that were broadcast (represented in chart 1.12) and then what the top 2
categories were for news (represented in chart 1.13). It appears that most stations tend to focus
on their local area for news, with campus and local affairs making up the majority of content.
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State, National, and International news do see some more coverage, but generally are not of
prime concern amongst stations covering news. In looking at those stations that reported
International news as being in their top two categories, they most often focus on national news as
well. It may be that these stations choose not to compete with local news stations, or perhaps
they leave it to their college newspaper.
Figure 14: Frequency of Funding Sources
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Funding sources.
Student fees, departmental budgets, and underwriting are all common sources for
funding. Since only six stations reported being commercial only six stations could sell
commercials. As one might expect from Badger’s observation that it would be difficult to fund
college radio through grants, grants are a relatively uncommon funding source. Other funding
sources included alumni fundraising, providing mobile DJ services, and having direct funding
from the university with a separate budget line.
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Figure 15: Primary Funding Sources
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The majority of reporting stations received most of their funding from student fees.
Departmental budgets are the second most common funding source. Very few stations are able to
support themselves primarily through underwriting, donations, or sales efforts. No stations
receive their primary funding from grants. The two stations that reported other primary funding
sources had direct line budgets in the university funding process.
Figure 16: Overview of Station Budgets
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Station budget sizes.
There is a wide berth of station budget sizes. The two main brackets for station budget
size are $20,000 and below, with nearly a third of the sample, and over $100,001, which
contained about a fourth of respondents. Remaining stations generally fall in-between these two
brackets, with the majority leaning towards the lower end at a max budget of $60,000. For the
third of stations that operate at under $20,000, most operate with a budget between $5,000 and
$15,000. Only two reported budgets of less than $5,000.
Part of the cause for this split may have to do with location. In an interview, one student
station manager remarked that they, “cannot imagine a station having a budget less than
$100,000 in [large metropolitan area]. That is just enough to cover rent for our area.” (personal
communication, March 22 2012) It is likely that stations in more rural areas may be able to
operate on lower budgets overall, as the expense of operations may be reduced in these areas.
Comparison of Stations by University Affiliation
In his 1969 report, Badger states that there is a notable difference between stations
affiliated with Academic Departments and stations that are not. The primary differences come
down to finances, staffing, and operations. Pivot tables were used to do comparisons of station
properties. In this section, the comparison is based upon on how the respondent marked their
University Affiliation. With the exception of a few incomplete answers in some questions, the
general sample groups are composed of 22 extracurricular stations, and 26 academic stations.
Comparison of staffing.
In terms of staffing, academically affiliated stations are far more likely to have both full
time and part time non-student employees. The mean average is around one each at an academic
station in comparison to an extracurricular, which has a media average of .5 for full time, and .77
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for part time. . This is likely a paid advisor and engineer in most cases. At the same time,
Academic stations are also only slightly more likely to pay their students, with a mean average of
7.6 paid staff members compared to extracurriculars’ 6.7.
Academic stations, to no surprise, are also far more likely to have more broadcast majors
within them than extracurricular stations, which are more spread out between the “most”,
“some”, “very few”, and “none” options. Logically following, academic stations are also far
more likely to have more previous members in the broadcast industry. Extracurricular stations
are much more likely to have only occasional graduates entering into media.
On the other hand, extracurricular stations are more likely to offer student management
positions, with a mean average of 10 positions per station, whereas academic stations average at
7. Extracurricular stations also tend to have far more members, with an average of about 20 more
members than academic stations.
By taking converting the question of where students may be involved in station
operations into Boolean values for each position area, it is possible to calculate the average
likelihood that a station will have that field open for students. In most cases both academic and
extracurricular stations have plentiful and equal opportunity for students to get into almost any
facet of station operations, from management to marketing, production, and on air participation
and creation. The difference between probabilities of these positions at and both types of stations
is no more than 5-10 percent in most cases.
There are two cases, however, where academic and extracurricular stations differ. The
first is position availability on an overseeing board. 42 percent of academic affiliated stations are
likely to have this positions, whereas extracurriculars are 64 percent likely to have it available.
The difference in this case most likely comes from many academic stations not having an
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observing board at all. This makes sense in terms of Terry Mattingly’s spectrum of models,
where students report directly to a supervising professor, who is directly responsible to an
administrator or department. The other case of major difference is in the engineering field.
Extracurricular stations have a 77 percent likelihood to offer positions in this area to students,
compared to academics 46 percent. This supports the theory that academic stations are more
likely to have professionals handle their engineering needs.
Figure 17: A/E Comparison - Goals
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Comparison of operations.
Stations that identified themselves as being part of an academic department are far more
likely to list Training future broadcasters as one of their top 3 goals, as might be expected.
Proximity and access to skilled educators is an important part of the training process.
Extracurricular stations are nearly split 50/50 between listing training in their top 3 goals and not.
This is not of major surprise, as some stations may list this goal as a way to protect themselves as
extracurricular ventures when the time for budget scrutiny comes around. It is also important to
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note that because of the question and answer structure, there is no way to know if training is
indeed the topmost priority at these stations, or a second, or even tertiary goal.

# of Stations

Figure 18: A/E Comparison - Broadcast Methods
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In comparing broadcast methods, there is some difference between academic and
extracurricular stations. For this analysis, stations were grouped into general categories reflective
of their broadcasting methods. “Streaming only” stations include one station that also has a
closed-circuit broadcast, as a short conversation with the GM of the station indicated that
streaming was their primary access method. The “other” category includes AM stations, some of
which also have FM or LPFM licenses. Streaming only stations in the sample were much more
likely to be extracurricular stations rather than academic stations. This is somewhat unsurprising,
as carrier current has become less popular and LPFM has become difficult to secure, which are
both operations that would be more typical of student stations during Badger’s study.
In a strange twist, extracurricular stations were more likely to have regular news
broadcasts in comparison to academic stations. In considering this, the only thing that comes to
my imagination is that perhaps journalism majors at universities see print and television as more
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marketable news skills, or perhaps their departments orient them in those directions. This is pure
speculation, however, and it would be interesting to follow up.

% of Stations

Figure 19: A/E Comparison - Sports and News
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Figure 20: A/E Comparison - Studio Tech
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In his original study, Badger says there is no major difference in station facilities between
his two categories. “A surprising number of carrier current stations have such facilities as beeper
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phones, remote units, and news wires, especially since many noncommercial stations have
complained about the lack of such facilities.” (1969, page 12). This still holds remarkably true –
adoption is still quite high on both sides for extra studio equipment. Newswires and remote
equipment have higher adoption in academic departments. However, live news feeds are more
popular with extracurricular stations. In conversation with some extracurricular model stations,
some advisors stated that they had some participation with non-student community members.
Use of live public news feeds makes sense in these cases, as the station may be operating as a
light hybrid of community station models like WMUA as written by Wallace (2008).
Due to the simplicity of answers provided for the question on how students become
involved in stations, it is difficult to assess whether the training processes at academic stations
are harder or easier than extracurricular stations. The training processes in the previous section
on membership outlines the process well enough, and without direct observance or more detailed
information, any conclusions drawn on major differences based upon this data would likely be
inaccurate.
In comparing stations based upon their affiliation with the college, there is very little
observable statistical difference in station formats and how they are selected. This was surprising
at first, but considering that since Badger’s study “college rock” has become a legitimate and
popular genre, it has probably gained acceptance as a marketable format, and one that is
appropriate for stations to use. Of course, this is also a case where the descriptions given were
rather short, and assumptions were put into very broad categories. There may be a realistic
difference in the formats and the way they are selected, but the survey data is too generic to
determine with much basis.
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Figure 21: A/E Comparison - Primary Funding Sources
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Funding.
As would be expected by Badgers Report, most extracurricular stations receive their
funding though student fees, and most Academic identifying-stations receive their funds through
departmental budgets (or, in the case of two academic stations, direct line budgets). Academic
stations are slightly more likely to gain funding through underwriting. At the same time, the
difference is not completely clear cut.
Roughly a third of stations who operate as academics state they receive their primary
funding through student fees. Interviews were held with three stations that identified this as part
of their system. Part of the case for this may be a mistake in wording – some universities have a
department under a name such as student affairs or student media. So, these stations are indeed
“part of a department” in truth, but may be closer to an extracurricular. One of the stations was
purposefully set this way even as part of a communications/media college. The advisor in this
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case stated that their primary purpose was service and open opportunity for student participation,
and that training was not an important focus. That does not necessarily mean that it wasn’t used
by many media majors – in fact, media majors did tend to be the ones who sought to move into
the upper ranks of the station. Training at this station did not seem to be any less thorough than a
training station either – students were expected to meet a standard of professionalism in work
and behavior in order to participate. Similar information was heard through others whose stations
operate in a similar fashion or circumstance.
A few stations were interviewed that received a majority of their funding from outside the
university – one through underwriting, one with commercials. Both stations were in top radio
markets in the US. In the words of an advisor, “We wouldn’t be able to support ourselves the
way we do if it weren’t for our location. We could be working just as hard, and doing everything
we do now, but in rural Iowa, it wouldn’t work.” So, stations in major metropolitan areas do
have an advantage in that they may have many more potential supportive sources outside the
university, whereas those in more rural areas may not. Also of note is a streaming-only station
which had been carrier-current in its earlier days. It received much of its funding from outside
sources – almost as much as student fee funding. In this case, the station had worked very hard to
integrate itself with the community, and became a source for local music culture. The station had
student event bookers and promoters, and also sold advertising packages that worked with their
live events. This creative approach requires a lot of effort, but could possibly be pulled off by
other stations which need more external sources of income.
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Figure 22: A/E Comparison - Budget Sizes
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Comparing budgets of the academic and extra curricular stations, there is no obvious
benefit in either case for being an academic or extracurricular station. Two stations in the survey
did not respond to the updated question regarding budget range. Again, location likely plays a
key role in station funds, so affiliation may have less to do with funding than one might presume.
Streaming Only Stations
Though the sample of streaming only stations is relatively small, there are some
commonalities that can be determined. First, nearly all of the Internet-only stations that
participated are in the lowest budget bracket – less than $20,000. One station made it into
$20,000 to $40,000 bracket. The streaming stations are also split 4 to 2 in goals, with the
majority listing training in their top 3 goals. Five out of six of the stations also get their budgets
from student fees. Newswire services were used by none of the Internet-only stations, but half
used remote equipment, and portable recorders were used by nearly all of them.
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Further Statistical Observations
A comparison was also made using stations that listed training in their top three goals in
comparison to those that did not. This portion of study was of limited value, because the sample
sizes differed greatly in size, with one “training” stations being nearly twice the size as “nontraining”, likely making some of the response skewed. Differences were subtler in this metric,
and in most cases, the data was very similar to that of the comparison of extracurricular and
academic stations, which had a far more even split between them. However, it is notable that in
looking at stations that listed training in their goals, the likelihood of graduates going into the
media business was even greater. This is, of course, unsurprising, but it is good to know that
stations are at least succeeding in at they set out to do.
As one might suspect, funding does have some affect on station equipment. In looking at
the 16 lowest budget stations, only half have remote equipment. In comparison, the 19 highest
budget stations have a 70 percent adoption rate for remote equipment. Use of news feeds also
increases by 10 percent in this comparison. Use of portable audio recorders is nearly unaffected
by budget size, most likely due to the relatively cheap cost of basic recording devices today.
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Conclusions
Validity and Modernization of Badger’s Models
This study rings very close to Badger’s original study in 1969. In multiple comparisons,
affiliation with the university is a key element to correlation of differences. In fact, affiliation is
still a battleground in some situations. Multiple interview regaled stories of extracurricular
stations having battles over freedom for students to use the airwaves. In some cases, the students
eventually lost their traditional signal, and moved to the internet. For one station, it was “the best
thing that could have happened”, as students started participating more as they had more freedom
to produce content. In another, it was an ongoing struggle seen as part of the territory.
Adapting most of Badger’s writing would be quite appropriate today, with some
exceptions. First, carrier current is a nearly dead delivery system for broadcasting. In its place is
now streaming radio, and possibly low power FM. A recent decision by the FCC, one of the first
steps of implementing the Community Radio Act of 2010, will be clearing the path for new
LPFM broadcasters to apply for licenses (Prometheus Radio Project, 2012). There could be an
increase in new community and student stations as a result of this legislation, but only time will
tell.
Second, and related to the first, in the majority of cases the threat of stagnation and
depreciation at extracurricular stations is no greater than it is in academic stations in terms of
terrestrial broadcasting. This may be partially due to the death of carrier current. Now, if a
student radio station wants to have an on-air signal, they almost must have an FCC license. This
means that those running the station have a great amount of pressure and responsibility to serve
their community and prove their value.
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There may still be a higher risk of stagnation at extracurricular streaming stations. In the
session “Yes, we’re a real radio station – the stigma of webcasting” at the CBI convention, there
was some indication that web radio may have some difficulty in capturing the “feel” of
traditional broadcasting. Students in the studio may question who is really listening, and why.
There of course is no perfect solution to this, but being able to gather listenership statistics for
the station, and being able to create programming that cannot be found anywhere else may help.
Fourth, Mattingly’s spectrum of consent and advisement originally intended for
newspapers can be easily adapted over into college radio. It appears that the majority of student
stations would fall along the latter half of his spectrum, where students are generating most
content, and the supervising advisor has some oversight of content, or very little at all. Similarly,
Academic stations appear in the middle area of the spectrum, with varying amounts of content
control over station orientation and practice. The NPR/Educational model discussed earlier in
this paper could be placed at the beginning, where it is primarily a public relations utility for the
university, though these stations may disagree.
Finally, musical format trends between extracurricular and academic stations are nearly
nonexistent. “College radio” and “alternative” have become genre terms, even listed in the
iTunes streaming radio station categories. College radio has become an excepted part of the
cutting edge music process, and academic stations have adopted it as well.
Randall Davidson, Director of Radio Services at University of Wisconsin Oshkosh, had
some interesting input in regard to the station format issue. He concurred with Badger’s concepts
of different stations, and added a poignant comment in regard to formatting. To Davidson, there
are two distinctions of format approach, “inward looking” and “outward looking”. This has some
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reference to Badger’s reflection on academic and extracurricular format differences. In his
words:
“…In many cases, the extracurricular stations are characterized by being what I call
“inward looking,” in that they are populated by students doing shows for themselves and
their friends, with little regard for the wider audience in their listening area. They likely
have a “patchwork” program schedule that’s constantly changing, which stymies any
possibility of building an audience. Except for personally knowing the announcer, why
would anyone listen?
“That’s not to say that a station with this organizational structure is necessarily a
poor one. In Wisconsin, college station WRNC at Northland College in Ashland is a
terrific station, despite no associated curriculum.
“I urge my students to be “listener-focused” in their approach to radio (or
“outward looking”). Part of this is having format stability. That is to say the basic
framework of the program schedule doesn’t change much from semester to semester and
year to year. The result is that the audience has an expectation of what the station will
provide. For example, we’ve had jazz on weekday afternoons for nearly 30
years. We’ve also had a long-standing tradition of being a radio alternative, and avoid
playing any music available on commercial radio; this helps define our niche in the
market” (personal communication, March 20, 2012).

Davidson adds that academic stations can become inward looking as well. For example,
emulation of commercial station formats for the sake of providing “real life experience” can end
up putting the station in a position where it is not providing anything new to its community.
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While the data in the survey does not indicate well whether stations behave as inward or outward
looking, it is an interesting proposition. Certainly, there are stations that indicated using blocks
or strips to define programming times. In terms of outward thinking programming, this is likely a
good choice, as it provides at least some expected consistency at times of the day. Then again,
those stations that indicated freeform programming or seemed to have loose schedules did not
complain of listenership issues directly, and were quite pleased to report support from their
community. For some, there could be attractiveness to the freeform format – some music lovers
likely may want to be surprised when they tune in.
The issue of format and approach boils down to a bigger issue, regardless of whether the
station is attempting to teach pre-professional students or simply provide an activity. Is the
station serving someone? Service to the campus or community was an exceedingly common goal
for both major types of station affiliation. For those with an FCC license, it becomes a question
of proper use of the limited broadcast space. For those without, it equally becomes a question of
who is listening. We send our signal into the infinite expanse of the Internet, all over the globe –
is anybody listening? We should be giving them reason to.
Utilization of GBAS Method in Station Analysis
In looking at the stations that responded to the survey, the assumption that part of the
major differences between the two stations of my preliminary study stemmed from their college
environment, i.e., length of typical student enrollment proved to have some merit. In spite of this,
some minor differences are observable in operations.
For example, extracurricular stations more commonly allowed engineering majors. This
is an indicator of a lower technical boundary for station participation. Extracurricular stations
also have slightly larger staffs and members on average, which correlates with the expectation
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regarding boundaries. In reality, the most definite area to study boundary and activity system
differences would be in training processes, which would require direct observation. After all,
while nearly all stations involve the same elements of training, they may be stressed differently,
or have different requirements for being allowed into the organization. Tests may differ in
difficulty from station to station. The short answers given, even combined with interview
discussions, are far from reaching any sort of conclusion on differences in training processes.
It was also expected that goals would have a far greater effect in station differences than
the sample and data demonstrated. Again, part of this may be due to the limited understanding
that a quantitative study can grant on such a complicated task as training. The need for vigilance
to keep a licensed frequency also plays a role here. Even ignoring broadcasting power, stations
with a signal reaching beyond their campus and into the community have to have a minimum
quality standard against which to judge their members, for they cannot risk losing their signal.
Another expected difference that did not surface was in the area of problems and
successes. While there were some hints of struggles with administration, student involvement,
and funding, there was no great observable pattern to where these problems were coming from,
aside from the expected struggle of student-run stations to keep themselves student-run. Truly
though, stations of all shapes and sizes deal with these issues, regardless of their orientation of
training and type of affiliation with the university.
While the results of trying to use a survey to do GBAS analysis has done little to add on
to Badger’s original study and conclusions, it is not a tool without merit. Applied through a
series of case studies, it would likely indicate much clearer results. As anecdotal evidence,
application of the theory opened this researcher’s perspective on station operation when
reflecting on previous management experience in college radio. Understanding the dynamic
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between boundaries and the complexity of activity systems revealed a great deal about the flaws
of the previous training system that were causing issues later in the membership process. Applied
with a SWOT analysis, some station managers or advisors may find it to be a useful tool.
Common Trends and Observations
Rising importance of streaming technology.
Streaming radio is an increasingly popular choice among college students, according to
nearly every advisor interviewed. Many were also instructors in media colleges, and reported
that when asking their classes who owned a radio, it was becoming increasingly more rare. HD
Radio, once touted as being a changer to the industry, has little adoption among college students.
Not a single interviewee suggested that their students listened at all to HD radio, and one even
commented that a student who had won an HD radio system though a contest simply did not
know what to do with it. Instead, the computer has supplanted the role of the radio in many
college students’ media consumption.
It was somewhat surprising to see so few streaming only stations appear in the list. The
general impression at the convention had been that there were several more. There are a few
reasons that this may have happened. First, in speaking with members at the convention, some
student managers knew nothing about the listserv. Furthermore, some streaming stations may be
on very low budgets, and would rather not have the expenditure of a membership if they cannot
attend events.
In spite of this, there is still a stigma surrounding streaming as being “not real radio” – in
fact, there was even a dedicated session at the National Student Media Convention focused
entirely on this issue. Some streaming station advisors, echoing previous experiences, spoke of
their student station management and members bemoaning their lack of a terrestrial signal. One
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response was to simply ask where they were getting their music – and point out how little the
radio was playing in their current lives. On a minor note, streaming is also somewhat exciting for
students – many stations reported having listeners all over the world. In an interview, one station
spoke of keeping a world map in their studio with a pin in every location they had had a listener.
Another note of interest is that every station interviewed that was actively covering live
sports with play-by-play and color commentary reported having major traffic spikes with their
online stream during games. The student radio that streams sports is providing access to sporting
events for alumni, parents of players, and college sports fans who many not have access to the
game due to expensive pay walls, broadcast blockage, or lack of coverage entirely. While the
average simultaneous listener count may be around 20-50, during games it can spike into the
hundreds, and even thousands. Of course, this is somewhat reliant on whether the sports of the
institution are particularly popular.
A very important thing to consider in adapting to streaming is the technical end of the
issue. Some stations are lucky enough to have willing and able information technology staff and
services within their university that can assist with setting up a proper streaming server. Those
who have particularly well set up have reported it being incredibly useful, as they can see in very
finite terms where and when their listeners are coming from – showing them that they had a large
number of listeners in dorms and the library – definitive proof that students were listening! The
stations can also see when their popular programs are, or see problem areas within the
programming, and adapt to create more attractive programming options.
On the flipside, if a station does not have the technical means to setup a server and have
accessible statistics from it, it becomes a concerning burden. The server is a black box – audio is
going into it, but nobody knows if anybody is listening, and it becomes an expense that may have
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no real known benefit. In these cases, it may be most advisable for the station to solicit the
services of a third party, such as live365, or even services offered by some regular webhosts
now. The station would be able to setup a cheap limited stream, and pay for more bandwidth as
needed. If the service becomes incredibly popular, then the station maybe able to make a case
with their university to get assistance moving the streaming in-house, where it will likely be
cheaper. The disadvantage with this method is that the statistics provided by the server provider
may not be specific – but at the very least, it is some information!
At the same time, streaming should not be too over-emphasized. Rural areas may still not
have useful or affordable access to high-speed Internet nationwide, and in these areas, streaming
radio will be of little use with connecting with the local population. One advisor in a northern
Midwestern area mentioned that radio was still a common tool by most people for gathering
information, and that most people did not have great internet service in the area to access
streaming feeds.
Is it a website with a radio station, or a radio station with a website?
An alumnus of my college radio station (formerly carrier current, now a streaming
station) sometimes asks this question of student managers, and it is an interesting question. With
the ongoing level of media convergence, it is a very valid question for streaming-only stations,
which may also keep regular updates on their website in regard to station activity including
written news and reviews, downloadable interviews, photos, or even video.
When streaming station mangers were asked this question, by and large they considered
themselves to be a radio station first and foremost. The website was seen as a front door and
extension of the radio station, but definitely not their primary focus. There was one exception
though. In this case, the station actively engaged with the community in multiple forms. Students
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were actively booking bands for local venues and acting as a local DJ service, using both as a
form of cross-promotion with their station. Advertising was sold packaged as radio rotation
commercials with graphic ads on the station website, and even some advertising at the live
events. To this station advisor, the station lay somewhere between the two options, as very close
to half of their revenue came from these auxiliary services of the station.
Mark Maben, a station advisor and CBI board member, had an interesting insight into the
issue of convergence, “There is a change coming in media that is inevitable, but we are not sure
of what it is going to look like. Radio, though, has been very nimble in adjusting to the changes
in comparison to some other media” (personal communication, March 20, 2011). His students no
longer watch TV through their set – they watch it on their own schedule on the computer.
However, they still listen to radio in the same habit, just through a different medium. At the same
time, he also mentioned observing some radio stations attempts to become simply media content
providers, moving beyond the term “radio”… but there is still an attachment to the audio realm,
and a distinct “radioness” about their approach.
Concerns for college radio.
A consistent theme throughout this study – in the trip the Convention, the extra open
ended questions at the end of the study, and in interviews, is the concern over funding. The
economic climate of the last few years has been hard on college radio, which often is running on
a limited budget already. As universities look for places to cut funds, college radio stations may
be easily susceptible to the chopping block, as they have a limited ability to generate their own
funding through underwriting. In extreme cases, like KTRU, WRVU, and KUSF mentioned
earlier, the license might be seen as a liability, and completely sold.
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In combination with the funding issue, there is some concern over radio as a field in
general. While none of the interview subjects confided deeply about issue, there were several
comments in the ending questions suggesting waning interest in the field of radio. While there is
not an easy fix to the problem, perhaps these are the circumstances where experimentation with
the concept of what radio is and what its format must be could be fruitful. The problem is that the
work of maintaining stations consumes a lot of time. Innovation requires time, space, and other
resources, and on increasingly tight budgets, opportunity to experiment may be extremely
limited.
Successful habits of college radio stations.
Through conversations with station advisors and students, a set of common patterns
began to emerge that seemed to have correlation with healthy station activity. While some of
these may be obvious, they also are easier said than done.
#1 - A successful station has a well-defined structure, and cultivates its members.
A good college radio station has well-defined goals and systems to meet those goals. The
staff within it has been cultivated slowly though it to appreciate it as a resource. Shadowing and
thorough training ensure that members will know their roles in the station and the importance of
them. The station structure does not necessarily have to be exactly the like the outside world, but
it must make sense for what the desired accomplishments are. A well-defined mission statement,
known by the staff, and reviewed in concern with station operations could make this process
much easier.
#2 - A successful station does not fight its battles alone.
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Every interviewed station saw some value to their memberships with radio organizations.
Conventions, while expensive, are an excellent resource for giving perspective and inspiration to
student members. For stations that can afford them, some might even stress it is a requirement.
Stations with low budgets may find membership and conventions prohibitively
expensive, as may west coast stations, since many of the national-level conventions occur on the
east coast. To administrators unfamiliar with radio, it will be hard to justify a trip across the
country to talk about student run stations for a few days. In these circumstances, there are other
options as well. Organizational listservs are often open and do not require membership status.
These can be useful for gathering information and asking questions on training and use of new
technology like social media in the station. Another option is local or regional radio groups.
Some advisors have said their state-level radio organizations have been extremely supportive of
student stations and have even added small sections within their conventions for student run
stations. Other advisors mentioned arranging relatively inexpensive trips for their members,
taking them to favorite local stations for tours. Creating a strong network of alumni for station
assistance can also be a major benefit. The important point is that a student station looks beyond
the borders of its own university.
#3 – A successful station works with its environment
At least two stations in major radio markets utilized their area to such a degree as to be
able to support themselves with much less university assistance. Population can have a big effect
on how much outside financial support is available. However, this does not mean that stations in
lesser-populated areas cannot benefit as well. This is another case where it is important for
stations to work with the community outside their university to foster support and cooperation. If
the community sees the station as an important experience and resource for students, they will be
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more willing to lend support though trades, or even some underwriting, even if there may be no
obvious benefit to themselves.
#4 – A successful station thinks long term.
The three other successful habits all come down to this principle. It is easy for student
managers to be caught up in the frustrating day-to-day operations, and focus only on what they
can accomplish during their short tenure as station leaders. Active work between existing
members and staff to cultivate new members into skilled successors, association with nonuniversity groups, and community involvement all help toward this. An advisor who can
motivate students and increase their awareness of their role as continuing the work of those
before them for those that come after is a treasure. A station that is not paying attention to the
trends at large and to their own environment and does not work hard to develop members each
year is doomed to waste energy and time re-developing its processes and programming every
year, and will struggle to innovate or have success beyond what it already has.
Final Thoughts
Again going back to the words of CBI board member Mark Maben, “All of us should be
committed to preserving the opportunities that student training stations provide universities,
regardless of whether they are streaming or traditional radio” (personal communication, March
20, 2011). There is much more to college radio than being a stepping-stone to the professional
world of broadcasting. Advisors of all kinds reflected stories of non-majors working their way
into upper positions of stations, or having them reflect that years later their experience with the
station had made them better communicators or writers, or that it had really helped them become
more outgoing. College radio is more than music, talk, and a way to broadcast it. It is a decades
old experiment in what students can do when given the tools build something extraordinary.
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Suggestions for further research
While part of the focus of this survey was to see if the results from a survey in 1969 were
still applicable, it was also intended to provide some insight of where college radio is today. A
study of this kind, repeated with a larger sample, or at least conducted every five to ten years,
could assist with gaining a wider perspective of trends and issues.
Due to such a small sample of streaming-only stations responding, it would be erroneous
to certify viewable the differences between streaming and terrestrial student stations, though it
does closely match previous experience. A study with a greater sample of streaming-only
stations could be of great use. There may be a difference in other online media usage between
Internets only stations and those that have a terrestrial signal, and this may be a subject of
interest in terms of media convergence.
Finally, a full case study of multiple stations using the GBAS model would be very
interesting in terms of organizational theory. Survey results are not particularly useful in bringing
about a good analysis, but seeing the operation of organizational culture and structure within
different stations could be of great use to advisors or managers.
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Appendix A: List of Participating Stations2
Station Name
ACRN.com
KAOR-FM, “91.1 Coyote Radio”
KCSU
KDNE “The KiDNEy”
KFJC 89.7 FM
KLSU
KNBU-FM
KSBR-FM
KSLC
KSU OWL Radio
KSYM-FM
KTSW
KUGS
KUIW
KUOM - Radio K - Real College Radio
KWSC-FM
KWVA Eugene, 88.1 FM Campus Radio
KZSU Stanford
Owl Radio
SCAD Atlanta Radio
WVVS BlazeFM
WBCX-FM
WBGU-FM
WBSU
WCVM, "The Vortex"
WGLS-FM
WHRB Harvard Radio Broadcasting
WICB - The Station For Innovation
WIDB “The Revolution & The Remedy”
WKNC-FM
WLOY Loyola Radio
WMCO The Orbit
WMUL-FM, “The Cutting Edge”
WOBN The Wild Card
WONB
WRCT Pittsburgh
WRST-FM
WRVG, Georgetown College Student Radio
WSOU
WSUM
WSWI - The Edge
WTUL
WUVT-FM
WVBR - Ithaca's Real Rock Radio
WVMM
WXDU
2

Affiliated University
Ohio University
University of South Dakota
Colorado State University
Doane College
Foothill College
Louisiana State University
Baker University
Saddleback College
Linfield College
Kennesaw State University
San Antonio College
Texas State University-San Marcos
Western Washington University
University of the Incarnate Word
University of Minnesota
Wayne State College
University of Oregon
Stanford University
Florida Atlantic University
Savannah College of Art and Design in Atlanta
Valdosta State University
Brenau University
Bowling Green State University
College at Brockport
Morrisville State College
Rowan University
Harvard University
Ithaca College
Southern Illinois University
North Carolina State University
Loyola University Maryland
Muskingum University
Marshall University
Otterbein
Ohio Northern University
Carnegie Mellon University
University of Wisconsin Oshkosh
Georgetown College
Seton Hall University
University of Wisconsin-Madison
University of Southern Indiana
Tulane University
Virginia Tech
Cornell University
Messiah College
Duke University

Four stations that participated in the study wished to remain anonymous.
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Appendix C: Solicitation Materials
Solicitation Email:
From: Lucas McCallister
Subject: Research Request
Dear Recipient,
I am a Graduate Student in the Department of Mass Communications and Media Arts at
Southern Illinois University Carbondale.
Your e-mail address was obtained though College Broadcasters, Inc, who have graciously agreed
to help me with a study. Because this is survey is being distributed through a listserv, your
address will not be shared with the group unless you choose to do so.
The purpose of the hyperlinked survey below is to find out about your campus radio station. The
survey covers a wide array of topics – membership, management structure, student participation,
and programming. I’m seeking to find out a general picture of how your station operates on a
day-to-day basis. Your assistance in providing station information is central to this study, as the
more responses I receive, the better picture I will be able to see of how college radio sits today. (I
currently have ___ Responses.)
You were selected to participate in this study because of your membership with College
Broadcasters Inc. The survey will take at least 10 minutes of your time, and possibly up to half
an hour or more, depending on how detailed you choose to answer some questions. All your
responses will be kept anonymous, unless you choose to share identifying information for a later
interview. Only people directly involved with this project will have access to the surveys, as
well as College Broadcasters, Inc. You may choose not to answer any question, and may stop
taking the survey at any time.
[SURVEY LINK]
Completion and return of this survey indicate voluntary consent to participate in this study.
Questions about this study can be directed to me or to my supervising professor. If you wish for
your question/comment in an email to be private, and not in the listserv, please send it to one of
our personal email addresses below.
Dr. John Hochheimer,
Department of Mass Communications and Media Arts,
SIUC, Carbondale, IL 62901-6606.
Phone : (618) 453-4308
Email : hoch@siu.edu
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To ensure this study gets maximum attention, the notice of this study will be sent 2 more times in
the next 3 weeks. You do not need to fill out the survey multiple times.
Thank you for taking the time to assist me in this research.
Lucas McCallister
217-249-2565
lucas.mccallister@gmail.com
This project has been reviewed and approved by the SIUC Human Subjects Committee.
Questions concerning your rights as a participant in this research may be addressed to the
Committee Chairperson, Office of Research Development and Administration, SIUC,
Carbondale, IL 62901-4709. Phone (618) 453-4533. E-mail: siuhsc@siu.edu
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CONSENT FORM
My name is Lucas McCallister. I am a graduate student at Southern Illinois University-Carbondale.
I am asking you to participate in my research study. The purpose of my study is to study the current
models and structures of college radio stations. I am interested in how they are programmed, managed,
and how they function in relation to their university.
Participation is voluntary. If you choose to participate in the study, it will take approximately two hours
of your time. You will be interviewed about your campus radio station and how it operates. Topics will
be covered such as programming methods, broadcasting, management approaches and structure, financial
issues, and student participation.
All your responses will be kept confidential within reasonable limits. Only those directly involved with
this project will have access to the data, as well as College Broadcasters, Inc.
I may also ask you if I may record the interview. You may choose to conduct the interview without it
being recorded, if you wish. If you choose to let me record, I must let you know that the recordings will
be kept for 120 days, on a CD in a locked file cabinet. The digital versions of these files will be deleted
immediately after conversion to CD. After 120 days have passed, the CDs will be destroyed as well.
If you have any questions about the study, please contact me, or my advisor.
Lucas McCallister
217-249-2565
lucas.mccallister@gmail.com
Dr. John Hochheimer
618-453-4308
hoch@siu.edu
Thank you for taking the time to assist me in this research. Please mark your preferences below and sign
if you wish to participate in this interview.
I agree _____ I disagree _____to participate in an interview.
I agree _____ I disagree _____to have my responses recorded on audio/video tape.
I agree_____ I disagree _____ that Lucas McCallister may quote me in his paper

Participant Signature and Date
This project has been reviewed and approved by the SIUC Human Subjects Committee. Questions
concerning your rights as a participant in this research may be addressed to the Committee Chairperson,
Office of Research Development and Administration, SIUC, Carbondale, IL 62901-4709. Phone (618)
453-4533. E-mail: siuhsc@siu.edu
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2011 Campus Radio Survey
RELEASE OF INFORMATION
I, __________________________, understand that Lucas McCallister of Southern Illinois University
Carbondale, is conducting a study on College Campus Radio Stations. The focus of the study is on
management structure, programming, student participation, and other issues.
I agree that the information retrieved through interview, textual readings, and participant observation for a
prior unpublished class report, titled “An Application of the GBAS Model To College Radio”, may be
used in this study. I understand that the identity of myself and my station will be kept confidential, shared
only with those directly involved in the project, and College Broadcasters, Inc.
I understand that I may contact Lucas McCallister or his advisor at the following information if I have any
questions.
Lucas McCallister
217-249-2565
lucas.mccallister@gmail.com
Dr. John Hochheimer
618-453-4308
hoch@siu.edu

Participant Signature and Date

This project has been reviewed and approved by the SIUC Human Subjects Committee.
Questions concerning your rights as a participant in this research may be addressed to the
Committee Chairperson, Office of Research Development and Administration, SIUC,
Carbondale, IL 62901-4709. Phone (618) 453-4533. E-mail: siuhsc@siu.edu
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Appendix D: Data Tables – Quantitative Data
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Appendix E: Data Tables – Open Response Questions
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